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After the Nielsen report
NFB The last debate
The federal government has appointed a mixed study group to suggest ways in which
government spending can be cut back. The group reports to deputy Prime Minister Erik Nielsen,
and has now finished its study. The Nielsen Report is currently making its way to Cabinet,
after discussion with the ministers affected by its recommendations.
The government film commissioner and president of the National Film Board of Canada,
Franc;ois Macerola, confirmed to Cinema Canada that the report recommends cutting $20 million off
of the parliamentary appropriation of $63 million which the NFB received last year, with the cut backs
to begin in '86-'87 and to be spread over four years. The following article on the state of the NFB
in light of this news was written from information gathered in an interview with Macerola,
the study of his five-year plan for the Board and from several documents prepared by
the NFB employees' union, commenting on this plan.
The article is written from the point of view of the Montreal head-office and does not take into account
the regionalization of the Board and the particular situations that pertain in the regional offices.
Unfortunately, the NFB's head of regionalization could not free himself for an interview with
Cinema Canada, and the documents themselves make little mention of regional situations. It should be
mentioned that the question of "privatization" in the regions is very different from the question of
privatization as it is posed in Montreal: first, because the regional offices were never staffed
with a creative core of filmmakers and, second, because the size and nature of the private sector
differs from that in Montreal.

by Connie Tadros
his could be the last debate. If the
cabihet acts on recommendation of
the Nielsen report that the budget
of the National Film Board be reduced
by $5 million each year for the next
four years, the NFB as we know it will
no longer exist.
Since the Massey- Levesque Royal
Commission in 1951, there have been
flurries of concern in the past. Recently
the Applebaum-Hebert Commission recommended the Board withdraw from
production, a recommendation that
caused great angst within the institution. Some small relief followed when
then Communications minister Francis
Fox's National Film and Video Policy
seemed to confirm the Board's production and distribution role. But pressure
from the private sector has been unre- ·
lenting since, and the Cons~rvative government, looking for ways to cut costs,
finds cutting back the NFB by lopping
off one third of its parliamentary appropriation over the next four years an
attractive option.
And so the debate must come. A public debate to determine the importance
of the NFB in the national cultural
scene; perhaps a final evaluation of what
the past 45 years have meant and what
the future promises. But that public debate can only begin from an awareness
of the more private debate that takes
place (or fails to take place) within the
halls of the NFB, among those who
work there every day and have some

T

vested interest in preserving the institution.
NFB filmmaker Guy L. C6te gathered
the pertinent statistics together and
published Figuring It Out, one of the
more impressive documents to fuel the
internal debate at the Board. Published
by the Syndic at General du Cinema et
de la Television - Office National du
Film (SGCT·ONF) and circulated to the
members of the union, the administration of the Board, its Board of Directors
and to the department of Communications, C6te maintains that the government appropriation to the Board represents only 4.4% of the cultural envelope, or 562.5 million of the $1,409.4
million spent overall (see table). As
well, the Board's appropriation represents only 4% of the totals spent in
Canada on all audio-visual production
in 1982. So what's the big fuss? People
love the Board or hate the Board, but
few would argue that the Board's productions are not worth the 4% of either
amount that they cost.
"The Nielsen report is based on a
philosophy of privatization of industry;
the State is not in place to do things, it
is there to support the doing by others.
Given that philosophy, it is evident that
there would be no role for the National
Film Board to play. That would, by the
way, suit some producers just fine." In
an interview with Cinema Canadti, government film commissioner and NFB
president Fran~ois Macerola was candid. Given the magnitude of the problem, he expects the union to present a
common front with the administration.
Together, he says, they must have the
Board.

The argument which Macerola brings concentrates on the question of a creato the debate is spelled out in his Oper- tive core of employees. Everyone agrees
ational Plan Presenting Strategies for on the necessity of such a core of
the Production and Distribution of people. "They may not be the best in
Films at the National Film Board of the country, but they must be people
Canada, commonly called the five-year capable of defending and illustrating the
plan. With the plan, he hopes to shield notion of public producer, and they
the NFB from the drastic cutbacks must make films in the public interest,"
suggested by Nielsen. He has, he says, explains Macerola. As he pursues his
five-year plan for · making the NFB
the support of minister of Communications Marcel Masse, and judges that, "serve the cinema" and "reducing the
within five years, the Board will be infrastructure", Macerola feels the need
stabilized both in tenns of its function- to invent new relationships between
the Board and its employees, and entering and its fmances. The plan deals with
a rationalization of services, and prom- tains the notion that there is middleises to add S12 million to production, ground between the fulltime staff perdistribution, research and training, son and the filmmaker who is hired for
thanks to the reduction of around 200 a single project. "What we need is a rejobs over the five-year period and other lationship which may last for several
years and bridge many projects, after
cost saving measures like rent-sharing.
Publicly, Macerola admits to no which the person would return to the
major difference of opinion with the private sector." Remembering that even
union, despite C6te's affirmation that, the commissioner has a mandate of only
on Nov. 5, 1984, the SGCT(ONF) unan- five years, after which he too will be
imously rejected the document as being moving on, Macerola is convinced that
"against the very nature of the institu- a new dynamic energy will be felt at the
tion and of the filmmaking being done Board when the revolving door opens
there. " It is perhaps a measure of the to let in freelancers and turns out those
gravity of the situation that neither the who have made their contribution. He
administration nor the employees are expects the split between staff and
anxious to have internal squabbles freelancers to be 30/70 by 1990.
C6te, on the other hand, fears that the
make the headlines. As one union
member remarked, "This is no time to rhetoric of the five- year plan hides the
be taking on Macerola. That would be intention to downgrade the Board, and
playing the small game. What is up for he too points to the question of the
grabs is the whole of the NFB - and the creative core. "TIle present manage·
commissioner, his plan and his opinions ment's intention to disband this creaare but a small part of the larger game tive team (Le. to reduce current staff
we must play." In an inhabitual gesture, levels) is based on the erroneous asthe union made its case public in a press sumption that free-market competition
constitutes the most favorable environconference Dec. 17.
A major part of the internal debate ment for the making of public-service
January 1986 - Cinema ~nada/7
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films." He remarks that no producer or
director has been hired by English production since July 3, 1979; that the
youngest director is now 38 years old;
and that the generation of filmmakers
whose names were Bobet, Mclaren,
Glover, Low, Verrall, Koenig, and
Munro are aging, have left the Board or
are about to do so. The employment
policies followed by previous administrations have resulted, he says, in no
creative promotions, no sense of belonging among the free lancers, nor recruiunent of replacements to fill the
vacuum being created as the old hands
leave. The five-year plan not only fails
to rectify these deficiencies, it exacerbates them by flirting with the private
sector.
According to the five-year plan, the
object is "to ensure professional input
in the establishment of a Branch program and to create more focussed production ... that responds to audience
needs and interests." Responding to audience interest is, indeed, another way
of saying that market forces should
begin to operate in the programming
choices of the Board, and, to this end,
the five-year plan creates a Planning Directorate "to assure that institutional
objectives are established, achieved,
evaluated and monitored." Meanwhile,
the plan foresees reduction of all English staff directors from 38 persons to
20 by 1990; by that time, the whole English production staff will only number
48 people.
In-house, what Macerola calls efficiency constitutes dilapidation for Cote,
and the slow privatization of filmmaIdng at
the Board only strengthens the arguments given by Applebaum-Hebert to
end all in-house production. Lack of
competition is not what's ailing the
stafff at the Board, Cote says, it's "overmanagement." Talking about the institutional dynamiCS which would be
brought about by the administration of
the Board through the application of
the five-year plan, he states, "innovation
cannot easily flower under a domineering bureaucratic management."
The conflict between the creator and
the administrator is well-defined, and
seems to be, at the moment, the center
of the debate. "The creative act is basically a personal risk and to attribute
macro-economic characteristics to it is
to misunderstand it completely," says
Cote. On the other hand, the commissioner is a political appointee, and he
must wrestle with the political and
other forces which determine whether
or not the Board continues to receive
funding. It is no accident that the Planning Directorate must maintain "close
touch with constituencies" and that its
responsibilities "include the preparation of documents destined for the fed-

FILM PRODUCTION
NFBfONF (global production expenditures)
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CFDClSDICC

37

100

4

11

Private Sector (production revenues)
20
36
53
43
2

Feature films
Television films
Commercials
Educational and Industrial
Others

54
97
143
116
5
154

416

3

8

CBClRadio-Canada Programming

400

1081

Other TV Network Programming
Educational TV Programming

320
51

846
138

38

103

1007

2703

TOTAL Private
Canada Council

AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION
BY TELEVISION BROADCASTERS

Cable Television Programming
GRAND TOTAL

• In 1982, when Canadian audio·visual production (film and television) reached over a billion dollars,
the Board represented no more than 4% of the total.

eral government." Nor is it surprising
that Macerola describes his plan as a
"document developed by an executive
team. " The criticism to which the Board
has been subjected by the private sector and through many federal reports
has no doubt made the executive staff
touchy about its political relations.
Nevertheless, the real debate should
not focus on the tensions between the
creators and the administration. These
tensions are part of every organization,
will always be with the NFB and, properly orchestrated, could fire the creativity of the Board. The real debate is
whether a creative core is necessary not as part of an employment strategy
but as the very heart of the institution and, if so, what is its role? For the moment, Cote concludes, "The five-year
plan now proposes increasing the indirect costs by creating new planning and
marketing research functions which
will have the effect not only of complicating decision-making procedures
but also of diminishing the inlluence of
the two English and French directors of
production whose professional author-
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ity - within a dynamic film production
enterprise - should be primordial. The
five-year plan privatizes production
while leaving the administrative StrUC"
tures as they are - or even further expanded."
The key words are "privatization" and
"public interest." If the budget of the
Board is drastically reduced by the
Nielsen report (or even reduced to a
lesser degree as proposed in the fiveyear plan, according to Cote), then the
only way the Board can maintain any
reasonable production is through
cofinancing projects with the CBCf
Societe Radio-Canada and co-producing
with other public service organizations
and the private sector. Both Macerola
and Cote agree that is currently the new
direction of the Board. It is the ramifications of this move that are debatable.
While Macerola recognizes that the
private sector is led by the profit motive
and must build an industrial infrastructure, he maintains that the Board must
first produce films in the public interest
and only secondarily be driven by commercial interests. Nevertheless, he finds
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a common ground upon which the
Board and certain private producers
can work together to produce films
which meet both the requirements of
public interest and commercial promise. He points to the Atlantis series, or to
films like Lea Pool's Anne Trister. Cote,
on the other hand, sees co-production
with the private sector as a way for the
Board to access funds to which it, alone,
would not be entitled.
Macerola is aware of the contradictions in his approach to co-production,
especially if the rationale ·is to bolster
the private sector - for coproduction
with the Board hardly fosters the private infrastructure. The case of the labs
is the most eloquent.
For as many years as there have been
laboratories in Montreal, the private
sector has accused the NFB of unfair
competition. "It's true that we have
used our infrastructure to buy equity in
co-productions, but now we have to
find an intelligent solution to the problem," Macerola says. Services are· what
the Board can offer, and the five-year
plan's notion of a fully integrated production and distribution facility in both
film and video has finally closed the
door on the possibility of selling off the
labs.
Currently, there is increasing pressure to involve the NFB as an integral
part of production plans in Quebec
where Francophone fictional features
have great difficulties getting backing.
To this end, a meeting initiated by Telefilm Canada and including the Societe
Generale du Cinema took place early in
December to try to find a formula
whereby moderately budgetted French
features could be made through co-production at the Board."AlJ the organizations must be present," says Macerola.
"If not, there will be no Francophone
films." To which Cote responds: "The
Board is not Telefilm Canada and must
not become an instrument in the service of that organization." The staff and
union members of the Board welcome
freelancers , insists union head Bob Verrall. What they are not ready to relinquish is the creative input which is the
essence of the National Film Board.
Which way out of the dilemma?
Macerola suggests negotiations. In his
five-year plan, he speaks of negotiations
with CBC/SRC to enhanc~ the distribution of films, and he talks about "consultation with the private sector" to actively develop a centre for applied technical research. He suggests "new general agreements that will enable the
NFB to better fulfill its mandate as a
public producer", targeting Quebec's
producers' asSOCiation, the APFVQ, . as
the body with which to deal. But, to
Cinema Canada, he said that no negotiations were ongoing with the CBClSRC,
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that formal talks had not taken place
So what is the problem? What focus to support the notion of working with
with the labs, and that the latest brief of should the debate take? The anger and freelancers sounds mean, a stance
the APFVQ to the Caplan-Sauvageau frustration building around the Board's meant to protect staff jobs. At this pOint,
Task Force once again recommended activities and its projected future is fed given the many ex-staffers who are in
the abolition of the Board pure and sim- by the confusion over just what is being the private sector, it probably needs the
ple. Macerola is probably right when he proposed. In the union's analysis, there support of these filmmakers if only to
says that closing the Board would not is a gap between stated goals and the gather the numbers necessary to make
solve the problems of the private sec- measures to reach those goals. It be- any defences.
Gathercole's document takes a clear
tor, but he is insensitive, it would seem, comes a question of credibility and is
centered on the question of privatiza- stand, perhaps because its author
to the real anger which feeds such recommendations.
tion; is it appropriate to even healthy analyses the situation while standing
From the union's point of view, the for the NFB to move toward the private outside of the Board. Faced with curfive-year plan constitutes a kind of fool's sector, becoming one player among rent government poliCies and pressures,
paradise: a place where everything many in the production of films which Gathercole outlines four options: full
would seem to work for the better are of public interest? Conversely, is privatization, partial privatization, rewhile deteriorating steadily_ Presently" there no room for the private sector to duction of public production and exmake films of public interest indepen- pansion of public production. She and
Macerola has what he calls "an enormthe SGCT (ONF) suggest the final reous problem of morale" in the Fre~ch dently?
In Setting The Record Straight, the commendation: "Free the NFB of the
division of the Board. In midNovember, producer Roger Frappier most recent document published by the deeply unreasonable expectation that it
consultant Sandra support the private sector and put it
left the Board and, by early December, SGCT (ONF),
Gatherole does a masterful job of out- back in possession of its own resources
Daniel Pinard, head of French Production, had handed in his resignation as lining the various government poliCies so it can reconcentrate its energies as
well_ To boot, a feature by Anne-Claire that have influenced the Board over the the national producer, and assume its
years and the Board's response to the share of the responsibility which the
Poirier was halted just three weeks before principal photography was to poliCies. The thesis of Setting the Re- public sector carries for Canadian telebegin, for reasons which are not yet cord Straight is simply that every time vision." At least, the document provides
the"-NFB has responded to federal·· criti- firm ground for debate.
clear to her. Lingering in the backcism by accommodation, it has
ground are discomforts over the proBut if debate is the answer, generatductions of Le Crime d'Ovide Plouffe weakened its own pOSition, thereby ing debate is also the problem. A case in
provoking more criticism, accommoda- point is Cote's document. Despite its
and Mario, which were to be two coproductions between ICC and the NFB; tion and weakness. It is little wonder, wide circulation, he says he has had no
therefore, that both the administration word from the commissioner, the Board
only Plouffe II was done in coproduction, and the resultant complications and the union find it so difficult to con- of Directors or the department of Comwere so acrimonious that it took negoti- front the question of privatization munications, acknowledging its exisations by Montreal lawyer FranCis Fox squarely. For Macerola, a refusal to actence. There is, in fact, no common
(representing ICC) to extricate the pro- .cept the privatization philosophy would voice with which the Board can address
ducers from the situation_ Rumours in fly in the face of his political bosses, and the public, no common direction being
the French Production persist to this his context is partially made of that suggested, no vision one can respond
day about the effect of these produc- political reality_ For the union, to refuse to. It's the old question of a mandate.
tions on the financing of current films.
Asked to explain the difficulties surrounding the French division, Macerola
says simply, "I don't know_" Far from
looking for any external reason for the
intense dissatisfaction, he suggests that
($ millions)
the films themselves should give heart
to the filmmakers, though he wonders
$ 90.4
Arts and Culture Program
''whether it isn't simply the condition of
696
Canada Council
being Quebecois" which creates such
14.8
Canadian Arts Center
anguish, and believes that the solution
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
895.7
to the problem ''will be found inside
CF_D.C (Telefilm Canada)
54.8
each individual. It's time that French
25.5
CR.T.C
production ceases to flagellate itself
' 62.5
National Film Board
while waiting for signs from heaven to
29.8
National library
come from above, from the minister or
National Museums
69.5
from the commissioner's office. It's time
Public Archives
39.4
they stopped being afraid, look themSocial Sciences and Humanities Research Council
569
selves in the face and accept that their
films are good_" A rather psychological
TOTAL
$ 1,409.4
explication from an administrator - and
hardly adequate to deal with the prob• The NFB/ONF today occupies a modest share (4.4%) of federal expenditures on the arts.
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Since its inception, the Board was to
interpret Canada to Canadians. James de
B. Domville, commissioner just before
Macerola, was fond of saying the Board
was there to produce films which the
private sector couldn't or wouldn't produce, but Macerola believes that was a
negative definition_ In the five- year
plan, "the mandate and the mission 01
the NFB is the production of films dealing with current socio-cultural concerns and which enhance artistic expression, as well as presentation and
distribution of these films to a growing
public_" Addressing himself to fictional
features , he goes on to say that the
Board should produce such films "according to the identified needs of the
Anglophone and Francophone milieux."
Macerola proposes a mandate that
dovetails with audience need, reflecting
the influence of marketing research and
commercial bias. This is a far remove
from the mandate Cote describes when
he states that the Board's purpose is "to
enlist the passion for filmmaking in the
service of Canada's truth. " He speaks
unabashedly of the history of the Board,
fearing that, with no new staff in place,
"the transmission of this legacy is now
endangered."
This legacy is truly distinctive_In the
past, the Board has made films unlike
those being made in the private sector,
and awards and opinion polls galore can
be marshalled to prove the privileged
place the Board has occupied. The
question today is: what is the Board becoming? Atlantis made its first series
with no coproduction agreement from
the Board_ Would it have been incapable of making the second series independently? After the enormous critical
success of her first film, could Lea Pool
not have made Anne Trister in the private sector? It is not enough to have a
history, glorious though it may be_
Which films will the Board point to at
the end of the five-year plan that will
distinguish it absolutely from the work
being done elsewhere in the Canadian
industry? For, in the end, the films
themselves are the Board's only defence.
The Board was created as a great war
loomed, and the government was sensitive to the argument that national propaganda was part of the answer to
mobilizing the public. Today, when
Francis Fox talks of cultural occupation
and Brian Mulroney speaks of cultural
sovereignty, when the U.S- State Department interferes with the application of
cinema regulations in Quebec, it should
not be difficult to outline once again the
dangers at hand. No matter what policy
is advanced to defend the National Film
Board from irreversible atrophy, it must
be stated clearly and articulated so that
the public can respond_ For it is neither
the private sector nor the other film
agencies that can decide the fate of the
National Film Board once it is confronted by the Nielsen report. It will be
- and rightly so - the strength of public
concern. For those who feel that the
time has come to leave the half-measures behind and speak directly to the
Canadian people, there is much work
that remains to be done. And, at its
height, the Board was able to do exactly
that - once.
Failure to do so today will be fatal to
the Board, and conclusive proof that the
Board's demise was the final victory of
its own impotence.
•
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MEMO TO:
FROM:

TED HANLAN
T.J. SCOTT

Dec. 18, 1985 (7:30 A.M . )

I know you're pressed for time, but I am returning to Montreal this morning to finish work on "The
Morning Man" , and Marco is coming with me to work on D8Ve's show "Keeping Track". so here is a
list of ialn that need to be OOoe toow
1. COngratulate Peter O'8rlan on the release of "One Magic Christmas" ( It's great, oon't miss it.)
2. "Anne Of Green Gables" looked great, we should drop a note to Kevin Sullivan . Mf!IJ8n was
incredible, 00 we have her Irl:lress too ?
3. Find a wft{ to thank Roger and Denis Heroux for referring so many proouctions to us.
4. Pick up the commercWlI reel from Maclaren Advertising • they have!Oled the 5 new 8.M.
Spots. (And oon' t for(Jlt to thank 8etty H8St i ngs )

5, Here is the list of shows and companies we wanted to thank for making 1985 another fantastic
year of filming
"IN LIKE FLYNN" (A.B.c/20TH Century Fox)
"ONE MAGIC CHRISTMAS" (Independent Pictures/Disney)
"SHOW STOPPERS" (C.B.C.)
"EDISON TWINS SERIES" (Nelvana/Disney Channel)
"A JUDGEMENT IN STONE" (Rawi ilm)
"INTO THIN AIR" (C. B ~S')
"DOCTOR KNOWS 8EST" (Bell Canda)
"ANNE OF GREEN GA8LES" (Sullivan Films/CB .C.)
"TOllER CRANSTON'S CHRISTMAS SPECIAL" (Alnoon)
k,
"HOLD UP " (Cinevideo)
"BIZ1A~E" (Shirai Proouctions)
"RECRUITS" (M. Smith PrCKluctions)
"POLICE ACADEMY 3" (P MaslanskyProo.)
"THE PINK CHIQUITAS" (SCCommunications)
"FRONTIER" (Primedia)
"KEEPING TRACK" (Telescene)
"THE MORNING MAN" (SDA Proouctions)
"SCALP" (Via Le Monde)
"THE INCREDIBLE TIME TRAVElS OF HENRY 050000" (Showt ime/The Movie Channel)

o
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6. Don't forget all the great people who hired us to 00 their commercials this year
PARTNERS
HARWOOD
SHULTZ
TED BATES ADV.
CALEDON ADV.

I
I

RAWIFILM
DAl TON/FENSKE &. FRIENDS
TEAM PRODUCTIONS
J. WALTER THOMPSON
FOOTE CONE &. BELDING

EUREKA
HUCHUM
CHAMPAGNE
McKIM ADV.
MACLAREN ADV.

I'm sure you will think of a wft{ to do all of this and still have the afternoon free before your flight
tonight. Thanks.

I

P.S. Best of luck in l.A. on Academy III, We'll see you in the New Yeer.696 YONGE ST.. SUITE 405. TORONTO M4Y 2 A 7 (416) 929 · 5115 (514) 691.3626
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